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Abstract. We discuss the problems related with the extension of Janet theory
to e�ectively given rings.

As remarked in 1992 by Schwartz [21], in 1920 after a cohoperation with
Hilbert, Janet [11] introduced, under the name of complete/involutive bases both
the notion of Gröbner bases and a computational algorithm which essentially an-
ticipated Buchberger's [1, 2] Algorithm1 (apparently in the strongest formulation
given by Moller's Lifting Theorem [14]).
The recent extension of Buchberger Theory and Algorithm on each R-module
A [15, IV.50] [17, 5], where both R and A are assumed to be e�ectively given
through their Zacharias representation [16] suggested us to investigate how far
Janet's approach can be extended to more exotic settings. Clearly the combi-
natorial aspects of Janet completion necessarily require at least that, using the
terminology of [15, IV.50], the associated graded ring G of A is an Ore-like exten-
sion [13, 6]; an interesting class of such rings, much wider than solvable polynomial
rings [12] on which Seiler [22] applied Janet approach, has been recently proposed
[18]: A = R〈X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym〉/I, I = I(G) with

G = {XjXi − aijXiXj − dij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
∪ {YlXj − bjlυjlXjYl − ejl : 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ m}
∪ {YkYl − clkYlYk − flk : 1 ≤ l < k ≤ m}

a Gröbner basis of I with respect to the lexicographical ordering < on Γ :=
{Xd1

1 · · ·Xdn
n Y e11 · · ·Y emm |(d1, . . . , dn, e1, . . . , em) ∈ Nn+m} induced by X1 < . . . <

Xn < Y1 < . . . < Ym where

• aij , bjl, clk are invertible elements in R,
• υjl ∈ {Xd1

1 · · ·X
dj
j | (d1, . . . , dj) ∈ Nj}

• dij , ejl, flk ∈ A with T(dij) < XiXj , T(ejl) < XjYl, T(flk) < YkYl.

1Up to Second Buchberger Criterion [3] but probably including the other criteria proposed by
Gebauer and Möller [8].
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The associated graded ring G is obtained by setting dij = ejl = flk = 0. We
immediately remark that, unless we restrict to the case in which each υjl = 1A,
noetherianity is not su�cient to grant temination and �niteness.

Example 1. Simply consider Tamari's [23] ring Q〈X,Y 〉/I(Y X −X2Y ) where the

principal ideal I = (X) has the in�nite involutive basis {X2iY i, i ∈ N} each
element having X as multiplicative variable.

Under this restriction, we obtain in any case a class of rings larger than
solvable polynomial rings2 even if R is assumed to be a �eld; there are in fact

• for each term τ ∈ Γ an automorphism ατ : R → R and
• for each two terms τ1, τ2 ∈ Γ an element $(τ2, τ1) ∈ R so that the multi-
plicative ∗ arithmetic of G is de�ned by distributing the monomial product

a1τ1 ∗ a2τ2 = aiατ1(a2)$(τ1, τ2)τ1 ◦ τ2
where ◦ denote the classical multiplication in Γ.

Already under this restriction and even assuming R to be a �eld, the classical

Theorem 2. [9, Th.4.10] [10, Th.2.10] If an involutive division is left(/right/re-
stricted) continuous then left(/right/restricted) local involutivity of any set U im-
plies its left(/right/restricted) involutivity.

is not obvious [7]: it can be proved by means of Jacobi-like formulas which can
be deduced on e�ective rings via associativity. The main problem arises when the
coe�cient ring D, on which R = D〈v〉/I is a module, is not a �eld but just a
PID3; as it was remarked by Seiler [22] one needs at least to follow the standard
approach in Buchberger Theory and speak of weak and strong bases.

Example 3. [20] In the ideal I := I(g1, g2) ⊂ Z[X,Y ], g1 := 3X, g2 := 2Y , it holds
I 3 g3 := XY = g1Y − g2X while 3X - XY and 2Y - XY.

As a consequence the characterization of a set U to be involutive/complete with
respect to an involutive division L which in the �eld case [9, Def.4.1] [10, Def.2.4]
simply requires that ∪u∈U uL(u, U) = ∪u∈U uΓ ⊂ Γ must be reconsidered since
we should require a formulation ∪u∈U uL(u, U) = ∪u∈U uM(A) ⊂ M(A) :=
{ct : t ∈ Γ, c ∈ R \ {0}} but, in general N := ∪u∈U uM(A) ( I(U) ∩ M(A) =
SpanR{N} ∩M(A).
For the moment we have postponed the investigation of the strong case and we
[7] have adapted the terminology from the terms Γ with coe�cients over a �eld
to the monomials M(A), the coe�cients being over an e�ectively given ring R
and applied Weispfenning multiplication [24, 5] in order to deduce twosided (and
subbilateral) bases from restricted ones, but mainly we have considered only the
easiest weak case. In this setting, of course, we loose one stength of involutiveness,
namely that any monomial w ∈ M(A) has at most one L−involutive divisor in U ,

2where each ατ is the identity and each $(τ2, τ1) = 1 so that a1τ1 ∗ a2τ2 = a1a2τ1 ◦ τ2.
3the PIR case simply requires to deal with proper annihilators.
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a property which can be granted, via strong bases, only when R itself is a PIR.
Therefore reduction of a monomial cτ ∈ M(A) must be performed considering all
potential divisors ciτi ∈ U such that τi | τ , τ = υi ◦τi and looking for relations c =∑
i aiαυi$(υi, τi) and reduction be performed via classical Buchberger reduction.

In the strong cases, on the basis of [20, 14, 19], we guess that the test/completion
for involutivity of a continuous involutive division, which in the �eld case (Theo-
rem 2) is local involutivity, should be reformulated as

Claim 4. [10, Th.6.5] Let L be a continuous involutive division. A polynomial set
F is strong L-involutive if

• for each f ∈ F and each non-multiplicative variable x ∈ NML(lc(f), lc(F )),
the related J-prolongation f · xi,

• for each f, g ∈ F the related P -prolongation s lcm(T(f),T(g))
T(f) f+t lcm(T(g)g,T(g))

T(f) ,

where c, s are the Bezout values such that slc(f) + tlc(g) = gcd(lc(f), lc(g),
• for each f ∈ F the related A-prolongation af , a being the annihilator of lc(f)

reduce all of them to zero modulo F .

There is still some research required in the strong case when R itself is PID; we
need to investigate whether both the classical [9, 10] approach and the recent RID
[4] suggestion are able to recover the division structure of polynomial domains.

Example 5. For the ideal I := I
(
8X, 4X3, 2X6, 36Y 2, 6Y 3, Y 4

)
⊂ Z[X,Y ] a (min-

imal) strong Gröbner basis is Ū := {8X, 4X3, 2X6, 36Y 2, 4XY 2, 6Y 3, 2XY 3, Y 4};
with respect the Janet/Pommaret division a strong minimal involutive basis is

Ũ :=
{
8X1+iY j , 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ 1

}
∪
{
4X3+iY j , 0 ≤ i ≤ 2, 0 ≤ j ≤ 1

}
∪

{
2X6Y j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3

}
∪
{
36Y 2, 6Y 3, Y 4

}
∪
{
4X1+iY 2, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4

}
∪
{
2X1+iY 3, 0 ≤ i ≤ 4

}
with

τ M(τ) NM(τ)

Y 4 {X, Y } ∅{
2X6Y j , 0 ≤ j ≤ 3

}
{X} {Y }

∅ {Y } {X}
Ũ \ {2X6, 2X6Y, 2X6Y 2, 2X6Y 3, Y 4} ∅ {X, Y }
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